**MEASUREMENTS**

**Pompom Cupcake:** Approximately 2½” [6 cm] wide by 2½” [6 cm] tall.

**Garland:** Approximately 72” [183 cm] long.

**INSTRUCTIONS**

**Large Pompoms:** Wind yarn around 3” [7.5 cm] piece of cardboard 80 times. Remove yarn from cardboard and tie tightly in center. Cut through each side of loops. Trim to a smooth round shape. Repeat as given above making 2 Pompoms each in B, C, D, E, and F. 10 Large Pompoms total.

**Small Pompoms:** Wind A around 1” [2.5 cm] piece of cardboard 20 times. Remove yarn from cardboard and tie tightly in center leaving a tail 8” [20.5 cm] long. Cut through each side of loops. Trim to a smooth round shape, being careful not to cut tail. Repeat as given above 9 more times. 10 Small Pompoms total.

**Assembly**

Glue one Large Pompom to each baking cup. Glue one Small Pompom to top of Large Pompom having tail at top of Cupcake. Cut short lengths of B, C, D, E and F approx ½” [1 cm] long to create ‘sprinkles’. Glue ‘sprinkles’ to tops of Large Pompoms. Using tails from Small Pompoms, tie Cupcakes evenly spaced along Chain.

**MATERIALS**

**Bernat® Super Value™** (7 oz/197 g; 426 yds/389 m)
- **Contrast A** Cherry Red (53436) 1 ball
- **Contrast B** Baby Pink (07438) 1 ball
- **Contrast C** Peach (09418) 1 ball
- **Contrast D** Yellow (07445) 1 ball
- **Contrast E** Mint (08886) 1 ball
- **Contrast F** Cool Blue (53730) 1 ball

**Note:** 1 ball of Bernat® Super Value™ will make approx 22 Cupcakes.

12 small paper baking cups. Pieces of cardboard 3” [7.5 cm] and 1” [2.5 cm] wide. Glue. Scissors.